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It's another Friday Fun Day project!  Today's project is a lovely gift box.  But not just any gift 
box.  This box contains a bonus project!  Inside the box is a set of 6 cards and envelopes 
ready for gifting.  This gift box set would make a fantastic gift for anyone that likes to send cards or 
would make a fantastic Mother's Day gift..  All the recipient has to do is add their personal 
message, address the envelope and mail!  Included are Thinking of You cards, a Birthday card, 
and a Thank You card.  The cards are color coordinated with their envelopes (the inside of the 
cards are decorated, too!) and contain two each of three colors - Gray Granite, Coastal Cabana 
and Calypso Coral.

I chose to highlight the Happiness Abounds Suite of products for the gift box and the Sun Prints 
Suite for the greeting cards, in addition to the Pretty Prints DSP but you can coordinate the box 
with the cards from a single suite of products if you would like.  Did you know that the new 
Pretty Prints DSP coordinates with the Sun Prints Suite?  I absolutely love both of these suites 
and wanted to share with you.
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Project #1 - Gift Box

Box Cuts
Box Base - Cut 1 Night of Navy to 10" x 8-1/2".  Score each side at 2".•
Box Bottom - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 8" x 6-1/2".  Score each side at 15/16", or 
just shy of this measurement.  This will allow the box lid to fit snugly.

•

DSP for Box Lid top - Cut 1 Hues of Happiness DSP to 5-7-8" x 4-3/8"•
DSP for Box Sides

Cut 2 Hues of Happiness DSP to 3/4" x 4-3/8"
Cut 2 Hues of Happiness DSP to 3/4" x 5-7/8"

•

Hues of Happiness Rose pattern DSP for die cut roses and leaves•
Scrap of Basic White for die cut square•

1. 

Begin by making the box bottom.
Cut the Night of Navy card stock to size as indicated above, score and burnish all 
score lines.

•

From the long side, cut from bottom edge to the score line at each of the two corners, •

2. 
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turn the piece and do the same for the opposite side, cutting all four corner tabs.
Cut a small wedge on each side of the corner tabs.•
Turn the Box Base over and apply Tear & Tape to each corner tab.•
Turn the Box Base over again, and begin adhering tabs to the inside of the box.  Refer 
to photos below.

•

     

Assemble the Box Lid:
Cut the Basic White card stock to size as indicated above in Step #1, score and 
burnish all score lines.

•

From the long side, cut from bottom edge to the score line at each of the two corners, 
turn the piece and do the same for the opposite side, cutting all four corner tabs.

•

Cut a small wedge on each side of the corner tabs.•
Turn the Box Lid over and apply Tear & Tape to each corner tab.•
Turn the Box Lid over again, and begin adhering tabs to the inside of the box lid.  Refer 
to photos below.

•

3. 
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Using the Stylish Shapes Dies, die cut the largest square from a piece of scrap Basic White 
cardstock.

4. 

Using the Blossoming Happiness Dies, die cut three roses from the Hues of Happiness 12" x 
12" Designer Series Paper.  I die cut 1 large yellow rose, 1 large pink rose and one small 
pink rose.

5. 

Using the Blossoming Happiness Dies, die cut three leaf sets from the Hues of Happiness 
DSP.

6. 

Arrange the die cut roses and leaves onto the die cut white square.  When you're happy with 
the placement, glue one of the roses to the white square.  Adhere the next rose using Mini 
Glue Dots.  Adhere the smallest rose using Stampin' Dimensionals.  Tuck in and glue the 
leaves.

7. 

From the Glossy Dots Assortment, adhere several dots to the white square, arranging 
around the roses.

8. 

Adhere the white square/roses arrangement to the box front using Stampin' Dimensionals.  I 
adhere this unit towards the center top of the box.

9. 

From a length of coordinating ribbon, wrap the ribbon around the box and tie a bow.  Trim 
ribbon ends to size.  I placed the ribbon above the white square and rose arrangement.

10. 

The Box is complete!

Project #2 - BONUS PROJECT - Six Greeting Cards

I will only be providing basic instructions for the six greeting cards.  Please note that I used 
sentiments from various stamp sets and will not be sharing the names of all of those stamp sets.  
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Please use the sentiments you like the most from what you have available.  All stamped images of 
flowers came from the Nature's Prints stamp set.  Designer Series Paper used came from the Sun 
Prints DSP and Pretty Prints DSP...both of these DSP packs coordinate with the Sun Prints Suite!

Card Cuts:
Cut 6 card bases to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2, score at 4-1/4".  You can choose whether you would 
like your cards to be in portrait or landscape.

Cut 2 card bases from Gray Granite cardstock
Cut 2 card bases from Pool Party cardstock 
Cut 2 card bases from Calypso Coral

•

Cut 6 DSP Panels from coordinating Pretty Prints 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper to 
5-1/4" x 4"

Cut 2 coordinating Gray Granite DSP
Cut 2 coordinating Coastal Cabana DSP (coordinates with the Pool Party 
cardstock
Cut 2 coordinating Calypso Coral DSP

•

Cut 6 Basic White cardstock pieces for the inside panel to 5-1/4" x 4"•

1. 

Start by adhering the DSP panels to the front of their coordinating card bases.2. 
Determine the type of sentiment label you will be using and with a coordinating ink color, 
stamp the sentiments for all 6 cards.  Adhere sentiment labels to card fronts.

3. 

Using stamps from the Nature's Prints Stamp Set, stamp a flower image on the lower right 
corner of each inside card panel in coordinating ink color.  Adhere inside panels to the inside 
of each card.

4. 

Using stamps from the Nature's Prints Stamp Set, stamp a coordinating flower image on the 
lower front of each envelope.  For each card, I used the same stamp image for both the 
inside panel and the envelope front.  For two of the envelopes, I chose to stamp a flower 
image on the envelope flap.  The other four cards, I adhered coordinating DSP.

5. 

Using embellishments and ribbon or twine, decorate the card fronts in coordinating or 
complimentary colors.

6. 

The greeting cards and envelopes are complete!  Place each card, with it's coordinating envelope 
inside of the gift box for the perfect gift for anyone that loves to send cards!

Products used in these projects that are available now for purchase are included on the next page.
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Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $9.75

Add to Cart

Night Of Navy 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
100867

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Gray Granite 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
146983

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Pool Party 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

122924

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Calypso Coral 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
122925

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Gray Granite 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147118

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Pool Party Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

147107

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Calypso Coral 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147101

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $120.00

Add to Cart

Add All to Cart
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